
PHILIPPINE INDEPENDENT FILMS VERSUS MAINSTREAM MOVIES

Which is better: indie or mainstream? This is a debate that's been going on for quite a while now. Supporters and
filmmakers of both teams.

Yapan remarks that if current indie films are to be observed, one can predict that the themes will diversify.
Such award-giving practices continue on to present time. Albert Yearsley converted the Orpheum, a
vaudeville house into the Empire, a movie theater. Paul Sta. Each filmmaker attempts to show his own story in
an original way. One obvious factor is the lack of venues: the major theater chains decline to exhibit indie
movies for the simple reason that few people come to watch them. The technology is supposed to be much
cheaper than an 8mm film and still cheaper than the budget consciousness 16mm film. Again, such purchase is
cheaper than going to a movie house for a single viewing of a movie. Deocampo, N. To say that independent
filmmaking has become the soul of Philippine cinema is no longer an exaggeration. Ticket prices were
expensive at two pesos for first class seating and one peso for second class seating. Films are often converted
into digital media and are available for download without any charge. They were commissioned by the US
government to make a series of documentary films. Thematically, this also gives a problem on issues tackled
by the independent cinema. Garcia, Kim Homer C. Gere, Charlie. By this time, most of the films viewed were
from other countries, particularly Hollywood. Though innumerable films were produced that expresses the
Filipino sensibilities, majority of the film reels, particularly of early films are either, missing or destroyed. Ana
notes that the main issue here is the intention of the filmmaker which, he admits, is hard to determine. Sotto 28
The culture of film viewing and film making did not prosper in the Philippines until the early s, during the
American colonial regime. One of these is the prevalent theme of poverty that exoticizes, even exploits,
Filipino poverty. They have nothing in common, so they simply ignore each other. Availability of the film
viewing culture did not become popular until the American colonial regime. Cambridge: MIT Press,  They
also do not provide a mechanism for additional marketing and popularization of the films, stars, directors and
those involved in the production and post-production. There is little doubt that the Filipino people are proud of
the achievements of our independent filmmakers. Santos, who is also an indie filmmaker, said that the FDCP
is putting forward initiatives that will come to the aid of the filmmakers. Foreign film festivals are oftentimes
shown for free but inside malls such as Shangri-la Plaza Mall, which is not as accessible and conducive to the
Filipino masses. Film making on the other hand were mostly done by foreigners, particularly the Americans.
New York: McGraw Hill,  Another popular option is to buy downloaded movies over an internet shop and
placing it in mp4 players, Ipods, PSP and other gadgets. Their target is more on the international market rather
than the local one. If you make Art, or at least films that are more challenging than the usual formula flicks,
they will not come. Independent Films: Where will it take Philippine Cinema? Where the films are screened,
given the lack of marketing tools that mainstream producers have and the strict film censorship restrictions in
popular movie houses, is always a problem. Pumping irony since  This began the trend of following the
Hollywood style of film making. Film viewing became available to more Filipinos rather than just a very
select upper class. Among the original members were directors, actors, cinematographers, scriptwriters,
musical directors, sound directors, and film editors.


